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Abstract 

In the last two decades, air pollution was viewed as a very serious issue due to the 

development of infrastructure all over the world. Environmental stressors such as air 

temperature, radiation, humidity, wind, noise, pollens, and air pollutants (e.g., O3, NO2, 

PM10, PM2.5) can affect human health in a variety of ways. With the Copernicus 

Atmospheric Monitoring Service (CAMS) and the air quality in-situ measurements from 

the European Environmental Agency, a wealth of data of unprecedented quality and 

spatiotemporal resolution are available. These data are supplemented by available 

spatiotemporal high-resolution numerical models like chemical-transport models for the 

comprehensive description of the environmental conditions. Their advantages are 

constant coverage and high spatial and temporal resolution. However, it is very important 

to assess the model performances and comparability with in-situ or satellite 

observations. The main focus of this paper is to perform a comparison of the outputs of 

the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) – Europe Air Quality Reanalysis 

data and the chemical transport model POLYPHEMUS/DLR, with in-situ measurements 

(station data). The scope is to assess the discrepancies concerning the different 

chemical species and to provide statistical indicators like Mean Bias, FGE, RMSE, and 

Trend Analysis and correction weights describing the different characteristics of the 

models. Also, a Machine Learning approach was applied as an exploratory task, with the 

goal to predict concentrations at in-situ stations and to identify the influence of each 

parameters considered by the Polyphemus model. From the results, it was found that 

Polyphemus/ DLR model overestimates NO2, PM2.5, and PM10 and underestimates the 

O3, concentrations in urban and rural areas over the time window considered [June 2016 

to Dec 2018]. CAMS outputs especially for PM10 and PM2.5 deviates from station 

observations though the outputs are corrected using EEA air quality station datasets. 

Overall, the parameters like surface temperature, boundary layer height and season 

were found to play a major role in both urban and rural regions. There are also significant 

changes in the influence of some parameters depending on location. This comparison 

study will help to understand the model performances (overestimation and 

underestimation) for each of the pollutants and help to select modelled data for health 

and air pollution-related research in the future.  

 

Keywords: CAMS, Polyphemus/DLR, In-situ Measurements, Statistical Indicators, 

Central Europe. 
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1 Introduction 

Clean air is one of the prerequisites for the human and ecosystem health. WHO 

estimated that every year millions of deaths and other health outcomes in cities and their 

suburbs can be attributable to air pollution (WHO air quality guidelines, 2021). To better 

understand/quantify the impacts of air pollution, it is necessary to work with advanced 

technologies to perform qualitative analysis and to monitor the spatial and temporal 

association between air pollution and the health impairments (D. Superczynski et. al. 

2011). The resulting information can be of support for the governments and the public 

agencies that work to improve the environmental and human health. By comparison with 

15 years ago, we now have evidences that air pollution affects human health, ecosystem, 

and climate by different sources like transportation, industries, etc. According to the latest 

WHO report (WHO global air quality guidelines 2021), pollutants such as Ozone, 

Nitrogen Dioxide, and Particulate Matter are the major pollutants impacting on human 

health all over the world (WHO global air quality guidelines 2021).  A proportion of on-

communicable diseases (NCD) like Stroke, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

(COPD), ischemic heart disease, neurological, and other respiratory diseases 

associated with increased mortality were, in the past decade, attributed to the presence 

of air pollution (Kampa et. al. 2008). Despite of the evidences collected so far and the 

numerous studies conducted on the topic, further research is needed to better 

understand and quantify the impact of air pollution of health. Remote Sensing Data, in-

situ station data and numerical models can be used to estimate an Air Quality Index 

(AQI) (Hashim et. al. 2010). Each data source, however, presents specific limitations in 

the spatial-temporal resolution, in the accuracy and in the temporal availability. When 

comparing health data with air pollution data to investigate their causal relationship, it is 

often necessary to consider heterogeneous air pollution’s datasets.  Therefore, methods 

to integrate and validate the different data sources are necessary (Vautard et al., 2012). 

Several nations and European Union authorities appraising the pollutant concentrations 

near the surface level by using efficient climate models. These models help the 

governments and the public to take immediate actions in case of severe air pollution 

(Menut and Bessagnet, 2010). These models use meteorological parameters as their 

input (Baklanov et al., 2014). This is because, the pollutants near the surface level are 

highly impacted by emission factors and by meteorological parameters like precipitation, 

surface temperature, boundary layer height, etc. (Delle Monache et al., 2006). 

To assess the impact of atmospheric stressors on health and to be able to develop 

adaptation measures and recommendations, it is necessary to quantify the variability and 

distribution of pollutants at high spatial and temporal resolution. Chemical transport 

models can be used in the assessment of air pollution concentration. Their advantages 
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are the constant coverage and, for some datasets, a high spatial and temporal resolution. 

In the context of the “Umweltstressoren and Gesundheit” project conducted at the DFD 

institute of the German Aerospace Agency (DLR), two datasets are being used to 

estimate the effect of different air pollutants on human health. It is, therefore, important 

to assess the performances of the two models and to be able to quantify and predict 

systematic output differences in the concentration of the considered pollutants’ species.  

The focus of this Master's thesis is the analyses of the systematic differences between 

the Chemical Transport models using the standard Statistical indicators with the 

reference to the European Environmental Agency  (EEA) Air Quality Station data. The 

models considered are the CAMS (Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service) - 

European regional Reanalysis and the model Polyphemus/DLR.  

To analyse the systematic differences between the CAMS and Polyphemus with the 

reference to in-situ measurements, several statistical indicators like Arithmetic Mean, 

Standard Deviation, Mean Bias, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Fractional Gross 

Error (FGE), and Trend analysis were calculated. Also, the potential drivers of model 

accuracy with respect to observations were identified among Polyphemus input 

parameters exploiting a Machine Learning (ML) algorithm.  

1.1 Scope of the study 

The main objective of this research is to perform a comparison between the outputs of 

the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) – Europe Air Quality Reanalysis 

data and of the chemical transport model POLYPHEMUS/DLR. In-situ measurements 

data from EEA for the corresponding period are taken as ground truth. The outputs of 

the two models are compared to station data to analyse the discrepancies concerning 

the different chemical species and to provide statistical indicators describing the 

behaviours of the two models.  

As a secondary objective, in the context of model comparison, an approach exploiting 

ML algorithm was inserted as an exploratory task. This had the scope to identify the 

importance of some of the input parameters of the Polyphemus model that were used as 

features to train an algorithm predicting the pollutants concentrations recorded by in-situ 

stations.  

The thesis focusses on the following research questions, 

1. How the overestimation/underestimation of the pollutants’ concentrations affects 

the performance of the models?  

2. How extensive is the deviation between the two models with respect to station 

data? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Master%27s_thesis&redirect=no
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3. Are there spatial patterns and temporal trends observable in the deviation? (Due 

to seasonal effects or different background conditions) 

4. Can hypotheses be formulated to identify the potential drivers causing 

Polyphemus deviations with respect to CAMS and station data in urban and rural 

areas? 

1.2 Structure of the report 

This chapter introduces the thesis topic, the aim, and the research questions focused on 

the study. Chapter 2 provides literature references regarding Polyphemus /DLR and 

CAMS Regional Reanalysis /ECMWF and references to statistical indicators adopted in 

the study. Information on the area of interest, on the data formats, and on required data 

formatting for both the models are discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides 

descriptions of the statistical methodologies used in the study for the comparison 

between the models and with in-situ measurements. Chapter 5 presents a discussion 

about the Random Forest algorithm used to derive the feature importance of the 

Polyphemus inputs parameters in the prediction of in-situ stations data. Results and 

discussion are provided in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 delivers the conclusion of this study and 

together with suggestions for future works.  
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Model - model - station comparison 

The accuracy of the model and accurate representation of pollutants in the surface level 

by Chemical Transport models are investigated by actual in-situ station observations. 

There are several established methods to perform a comparison between the model’s 

outputs and in-situ observations. To verify the performance of Chemical Transport 

models (CTM), one of the efficient ways is using different statistical indicators and 

analysing the variabilities spatially and temporally (CTM) (Haofei Yu et. al, 2018).  

Some of the standard statistical indicators used for model-data comparison with real-

world standard observations are Fractional Gross Error (FGE), Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE), Mean Bias, Correlation Coefficient, etc., (Wagner, et. al. 2020, Marécal et. al. 

2015, CAMS Verification plots: documentation, 2020). Taking these statistical indicators 

together helps to verify the model performances from different perspectives. Comparing 

the model’s outputs, especially in regions where there is a large number of stations 

operating continuously like France, Germany, Belgium, etc., with respect to station 

observations using multiple statistical operators, helps estimating the models’ accuracy 

in different geographical and demographical contexts. Most of the European countries 

have numerous active stations. (Derwent, et. al. 2010). Statistical indicators like 

correlation coefficient, FGE, RMSE can be applied to model outputs with respect to in-

situ observation. Each statistical indicator has an associated ranking criteria. FGE, for 

example,  ranges between 0 and 2: the more the score is close to zero, the better is the 

model performance. The overestimation and underestimation of the pollutants’ 

concentrations in the models with respect to station data are investigated deriving the 

mean bias for the time series of the models with respect to the observations (Tom Grylls, 

et. al, 2019) 

To compare the model outputs (CAMS and Polyphemus) with station observations (EEA 

air quality station observations), some preliminary data preparations are required: 

1. All the datasets considered (CAMS, Polyphemus and station observations) must 

be interpolated to the same reference location (Regridding). 

2. The most common strategy to simplify the analysis is to perform a comparison 

between spatial and temporal aggregates of the two datasets considered. 

3. To overcome the issues with the datasets like verifying station data operation for 

continuous data availability or with few missing timesteps, a subset of the station 

data must be performed in the time window considered (E. Solazzo, S. Galmarini, 

2015). 
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Certain assessing criteria should be followed to verify the unstable operation of the 

stations to overcome the missing concentration values from certain stations for some 

days or for a longer time (E. Solazzo, S. Galmarini, 2015). 

Some of the most efficient methods to compare models and station data are: derive 

systematic overestimations and underestimations of the model outputs with respect to 

the station observations considered, derive temporal trends (T. Grylls, et. al, 2019), 

analyse the deviations between the datasets under various circumstances like different 

seasons, urban and rural context, diurnal variation, etc., (E. Solazzo, S. Galmarini, 2015). 

For air quality and climate-related studies, RMSE is a standard statistical indicator to 

analyse the performance, especially in the case of model evaluation. Domains like 

geoscience, atmospheric physics, geology, etc., make extensive use of RMSE for model 

validation (Savage et al., 2013; Chai et al., 2013).  In RMSE, in most of the case of the 

numerical models, the analysis pursues normal distribution. Along with the verification of 

the performance, RMSE helps to assess the distribution of the errors. The outliers of the 

models are also described in RMSE as the outliers are well interpreted as long as they 

can be described by a normal distribution. For this reason, it is good practice to exclude 

errors and accounting for the bias prior to the calculation of the RMSE. This is especially 

true if the model results are extremely biased.  

Mean bias is one of the easiest statistical analyses to understand the bias in the model 

with respect to the in-situ measurements. The mean bias analysis presents only positive 

and negative values to allow the quantification of possible overestimations and 

underestimations of the model with respect to station data/other models. Mean bias 

works well for the model with continuous operations. A certain bias is always expected 

in model outputs, but it should be closer to zero for better performance of the model (R.J. 

Stone, 1993).  

Fractional gross error (FGE) is similar to RMSE which addresses the positive and 

negative deviations in the model with respect to observation data. The error metrics here 

are normalized with respect to the in-situ observations used. It is based on the 

normalised adaption of mean error in the calculation. FGE helps to calculate the overall 

error in the model. The main advantage of using FGE for model verification is that FGE 

does not magnify the outliers as it normalizes the mean errors based on observation? 

values. FGE is one of the most efficient statistical indicators for model evaluation and 

comparison as it calculates the fractional difference between the two datasets 

considered (A. Benedetti et al. 2019). The FGE is especially suited in the event of 

unevenness of the models. The FGE especially targets the asymmetrical variations of 

the models as it includes the temporal average (overall time period considered) of the 
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model and observations. This feature makes FGE slightly different from other time-

honoured model evaluation methods with in-situ observations. Furthermore, FGE can be 

used to compare multiple models at the same time. (Yu et al.,2006).  

The correlation coefficient is one of the most common statistical tools that help to analyse 

the closeness between the datasets considered. Pearson correlation coefficient is 

particularly suitable to analyse the normally distributed continuous data and a Spearman 

rank correlation for data with outliers and nonnormally distributed data. The covariance 

and its absolute magnitude between the model and the station datasets can be illustrated 

by the Pearson correlation coefficient method. It is calculated as a metric of a linear 

relationship of the models considered. There are certain assumptions that the datasets 

considered for correlation should match: the datasets should be randomly sampled and 

if both the in-situ measurements and the model's datasets (CAMS and Polyphemus) are 

generally normally distributed, continuous datasets then it would be better to apply linear 

correlation analysis. Linear regression is one of the most common types of continuous 

data analysis (Patrick Schober et. al. 2018). Correlation in the datasets can be positive, 

negative, or null and it is based on the trend direction and on the degree of closeness 

between the variables considered. This operation provides a basic understanding of the 

datasets.  

Analysing spatial and temporal trends together in an environmental domain over a 

prolonged period can help us understand how a change in the environment might affect 

some parameters of interest, for example, understanding the longtime changes in the 

pollutants’ concentrations in the model. Trend analyses can be used in almost every 

domain to check long-term changes. For example, analysing the career development in 

a start-up business, changes in land use/land cover, atmospheric pollutants, climate 

change, and much more (Gaüzère, P, et.al. 2015, Živadinovi´c, 2010). In the case of 

gridded data, it makes sense to analyse the pixel-wise linear trend to describe the trend 

over every pixel. The trend considering latitude and longitude gives a great vision about 

the variability based on locations for a long time. The trend analysis based on different 

time periods, different spatial variabilities like landscapes, and different land uses gives 

a vision for a better decision about the longtime changes in the regions i. Statistically, 

the existence of a trend is confirmed when the p-value of the slope coefficient is 0.05 or 

smaller (Brigitte and Kerrie, 2019). One of the most common trends tests that fit for both 

spatial and temporal analysis is Mann-Kendall’s trend test.  

2.2 Random Forest - Predictive analysis 

The Chemical Transport models are influenced by various parameters as potential 

drivers. Each simulation of the models is based on those parameters considered. The 
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random forest (L. Breiman, 2001) and its corresponding Mean Decrease Gini 

(IncNodePurity) based on the Gini impurity index (S. Nembrini et. al., 2018) are the most 

efficient ML techniques to predict the model simulation and to identify the importance of 

each parameter in the model simulations. Performing statistical analysis on predicted 

concentrations with the actual concentrations helps to validate the simulations from 

Random Forest regression (J. Jake Nichol et. al, 2020).  

With reference to all the above-mentioned literature sources, the knowledge gap can be 

found in applying various statistical indicators for the comparison of the ECMWF / CAMS 

(Regional Reanalysis) and Polyphemus/DLR models with the in-situ station 

concentration datasets from EEA. As an exploratory task, a Random Forest algorithm 

was trained with Polyphemus input parameters to predict in situ stations observation. 

Afterwards, a feature importance analysis was performed to identify potential drivers of 

deviation from observations in the Polyphemus model.  
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3 Study area and Data sources 

3.1 Study area 

The area considered in this Master Thesis is the one covered Polyphemus domain two 

(see chapter 3.2.1.1. for a detailed description) with a geographical extent of -1.0625W, 

16.9375W, 43.96875N, 51.96875N (Central European domain). Some of the major cities 

in Europe like London, Paris, Munich, Milan, Frankfurt, Köln, etc., are covered. These 

cities are considered as some of the major polluted cities in Europe. This area of interest 

also covers different landscapes like the alps, major water bodies, and multiple different 

land-use compartments. The extent from Polyphemus domain two is also of interest in 

the context of the ongoing DLR project “Umweltstressoren and Gesundheit” project from 

DLR.  

 

Figure 1: Study area Central European region (Extent of Polyphemus domain two) 

 

The pollutants investigated in this work are NO2, O3, PM10, and PM2.5. The atmospheric 

concentrations at the surface level are considered. The time window of the project is from 

June 2016 to December 2018. This is the time window for which both Polyphemus and 

CAMS reanalysis were available at the time the study was conducted.  
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3.2 Data sources 

3.2.1 Chemical transport models 

Chemical transport models (CTM) are particularly suitable to analyse air pollution near 

at surface level, as they offer continuous spatial and temporal coverage. However model 

outputs might differ from reality due to the simplified process, parametrization, 

supposition of the models (Jacob and Winner, 2009). There are numerous studies that 

focus on comparing the models with station observations and satellite data, also 

considering the meteorological parameters that are related to air quality (Smyth et al., 

2006). 

3.2.1.1 Polyphemus/DLR 

Polyphemus/DLR is a Polyphemus model platform developed by the German Aerospace 

Center (DLR). The model contains several Gaussian, Eulerian, and Lagrangian models 

as well as chemistry, transport, and aerosol modules. The model is available for three 

different areas of interest with increasing spatial resolution. Domain one (D1) with 

European extent, Domain two (D2) with central European extent, and Domain three (D3) 

with the extent of Southern Germany (Khorsandi et. al. 2018). Polyphemus data are 

produced for fourteen vertical (altitude) levels, starting from the surface. The project uses 

surface level concentrations from Polyphemus D2 with the geographical extent of -

1.0625W, 16.9375W, 43.96875N, 51.96875N with a horizontal resolution of 0.125°N x 

0.0625°W (Chan et al. 2021, Liu et al. 2021). 

The model is composed of four autonomous levels: data management, physical 

parametrization, numerical solvers and the functions (high-level methods) (V. Mallet et 

al., 2007). Polyphemus is a free running CTM constrained by meteorological data, 

emissions and chemical/physical processes for tropospheric constituents. The model 

performs correction and interpolation of meteorological data, land use data, emission 

inventory data from Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk 

Onderzoek (TNO), etc. (Khorsandi et. al. 2018, V. Mallet et al., 2007).  

The four major numerical models in Polyphemus are a Gaussian plume model, a 

Gaussian puff model, Polair3D, and Castor. The performance of the model is influenced 

by some of the potential drivers like boundary layer height, wind, surface temperature, 

pressure, seasons, etc. (V. Mallet et al., 2007). The model has four data assimilation 

algorithms, optimal interpolation, ensemble Kalman filter, reduced-rank square root 

Kalman filter, and 4D-Var. Polyphemus performs Monte Carlo simulations to achieve 

ensemble forecasts (Evensen, 1994). Polyphemus / DLR intensifies the NO2 

concentrations at the surface level, especially in highly populated regions, industrialized 

zones, etc. (Song Liu, et. al. 2021, V. Mallet et al., 2007). 
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Figure 2: Polyphemus / DLR model structure (source: Khorsandi et. al. 2018) 

 

3.2.1.2 CAMS reanalysis 

CAMS reanalysis is the European regional reanalysis dataset of atmospheric 

composition (AC). The dataset has a horizontal resolution of 0.1° N x 0.1°W and a 

temporal resolution of one hour. It is an ensemble of nine different regional atmospheric 

air quality models from Europe and it is partly constrained by data assimilation with EEA 

station datasets (Marécal et. al. 2015). The models included in CAMS are CHIMERE, 

EMEP, EURAD-IM, LOTOS-EUROS, MATCH, MOCAGE, and SILAM. Since Oct. 2019 

DEHM and GEM-AQ are also included. The ensemble outcomes are more accurate than 

the single model's ones. The method used in CAMS to produce an ensemble is the 

median value approach. The method uses the median of the considered models for every 

grid cell. All the models are re-gridded on a common horizontal resolution of 0.1° N x 

0.1°W that approximately covers 10X10 km. The model predicts and monitors the 

background air pollution levels (CAMS documentation,2022, 20). The geographical 

extent of CAMS output is 25°W-45°E, 30°N-72°N (European extent). The datasets are 

available in seven vertical levels starting from surface level. The CAMS Reanalysis data 

combines the CAMS analysis and forecast data with the EEA station in-situ observations. 

CAMS reanalysis datasets have a considerably higher level of quality control. (Marécal 

et. al. 2015). The reanalysis datasets are available for free to download from the 

datastore link mentioned CAMS reanalysis datastore.  

 

https://regional.atmosphere.copernicus.eu/index.php?category=ensemble&subensemble=hourly_ensemble&date=LAST&calculation-model=ENSEMBLE&species=o3&level=SFC&offset=000
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Figure 3: CAMS regional reanalysis model structure (Source: ECMWF CAMS Documentation) 

 

3.2.2 In-situ Measurements (Station datasets) 

The air quality station dataset from European Environmental Agency (EEA) is used as 

the truth dataset to perform a comparison with CAMS and Polyphemus datasets. The 

stations and concentration measurements of pollutants from EEA are defined by the EU 

and WHO regulations from stable station locations. Only the validated stations from the 

EU are taken as valid measurements for analysis. These regulations include 37 

European countries except Albania, Kosovo, and Liechtenstein. 

There are three different types of air quality measuring stations in EEA regulations based 

on the origin of emissions. They are,  

 

• Traffic stations – The stations that are close to the city road junctions.  

• Industrial stations – The stations that are close to the industrial areas.  
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• Background stations – The stations where the populations and vegetations play 

a major role in emissions. (Air quality in Europe report, 2020) 

The station areas are also divided into urban, suburban, and rural areas based on their 

location and surrounding buildings (EEA Air Quality in Europe report, 2020). More than 

75% of the data from the stations must be monitored continuously for the pollutants like 

NO2, Particulate Matter (PM), O3. So, the availability of actual station measurements for 

major pollutants is accessible all the time. The station data available in the area of 

interest were placed gird with a horizontal resolution of 0.1° N x 0.1°W. If more the one 

station was present in a grid cell, the mean of the stations’ output was assigned to the 

cell. Only the stations from the category background stations were considered in this 

work (Air quality in Europe report, 2020, EEA air quality data download portal).  

 

 

Figure 4: EEA station datasets description (Source: EEA air quality data download portal) 

 

This project uses the surface level data (level 1) from both the models and the EEA 

station observations, the grid size from CAMS reanalysis 0.1° N x 0.1°W was used as a 

common grid. All the data format used here is NetCDF. 

3.3 Data preparation 

Comparison studies involve data formatting as a major task for meaningful analysis. 

Some of the major data formatting needed to be included timestep correction, merging 

of multiple NetCDF files, temporal aggregation, and re-gridding. These data formatting 

methods helps making the datasets from different source comparable. The necessary 

outcomes of the initial data consolidation are: same number of timesteps in all the 

https://discomap.eea.europa.eu/map/fme/AirQualityExport.htm
https://discomap.eea.europa.eu/map/fme/AirQualityExport.htm
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datasets, all the datasets being in the same grid size, and projection and creation of 

common temporal aggregations for the datasets considered.  

3.3.1 Panoply 

Panoply is a NetCDF visualization software by the NASA Goddard Institute for Space 

Studies and is freely available for download at the Panoply download link. 

Visualizing the model and the station datasets with their properties can be easily done in 

Panoply. This visualization gives a better understanding of the differences between the 

datasets like geographical extents, grid sizes, projections, latitudes, longitudes, 

timesteps, levels, etc., (Panoply documentation, v 1.5.1). 

 

Figure 5: Panoply interface visualizing Polyphemus NO2 in June 2016, 00:00:00 

 

Panoply can also be used to gain a first impression about the data structure and content 

( See Table 1 and figure 5). Some of the options in Panoply include latitude-longitude 

maps (includes georeferenced zonal average plots, contour maps with the combination 

of dimensions), latitude-vertical grid plots (plots latitude vs vertical profile like levels), 

longitude-vertical grid plots (plots longitude vs levels), time-latitude/longitude (gridded 

plot shows a Hovmöller diagram). The main advantage of using Panoply is to understand 

and verify data as maps, plots, and arrays (Panoply documentation, v 3.1.1). 

 

 

https://www.giss.nasa.gov/
https://www.giss.nasa.gov/
https://www.giss.nasa.gov/tools/panoply/
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File "NO2_201606.nc"  

File type: NetCDF-3/CDM  

 

netcdf 

file:/D:/Master%20Thesis/POLYPHEMUS/NO2%20Monthly%20data%20Regridded

/NO2_201606.nc { 

  dimensions: 

    longitude = 180; 

    latitude = 80; 

    z = UNLIMITED;   // (720 currently) 

  variables: 

    int crs; 

      :proj4 = "+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84 +no_defs"; 

 

    double longitude(longitude=180); 

      :units = "degrees_east"; 

      :long_name = "longitude"; 

 

    double latitude(latitude=80); 

      :units = "degrees_north"; 

      :long_name = "latitude"; 

 

    int z(z=720); 

      :units = "unknown"; 

      :long_name = "z"; 

 

    float NO2(z=720, latitude=80, longitude=180); 

      :_FillValue = -3.4E38f; // float 

      :grid_mapping = "crs"; 

      :proj4 = "+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84 +no_defs"; 

      :min = 0.3994140625, 0.18756103515625; // double 

      :max = 119.8173828125, 122.01513671875; // double 

 

  // global attributes: 

  :Conventions = "CF-1.4"; 

  :created_by = "R, packages ncdf4 and raster (version 3.4-13)"; 

  :date = "2021-07-22 23:37:00"; 

} 

 

 

Table 1: Example of visualization of attributes of the Polyphemus NO2 data in Panoply. 

 

3.3.2 Re-gridding 

Re-gridding is a process of interpolating or re-projecting the dataset from its actual grid 

resolution to the intended grid resolution with the help of source-destination data. Re-

gridding was performed to make sure all the datasets are in the same grids and to allow 

the comparison between them and with station data (Blower, J. and Clegg, A. 2011). 

This process was applied to the raster datasets to specify the required coordinate 

reference system. Re-gridding the earth sciences datasets are more complex to relate 

with real data because of their multidimensional attributes like time, horizontal and 
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vertical dimensions. Some of the major difficulties for re-gridding are irregular 

dimensions, multidimensional and high-dimensional datasets, large-sized data, discrete 

in the case of continuous spatiotemporal data, etc., (Meng Lu et. al, 2018). Some of the 

re-gridding techniques are interpolation, grid overlapping, area-weighted technique, and 

others. Out of which, using interpolation techniques is most common for re-gridding 

multidimensional datasets (Qingkun et. al. 2013, Blower, J. and Clegg, A. 2011). The 

comparison testing between two common interpolation methods, the Nearest Neighbour 

interpolation, and Bilinear Interpolation with respect to the real Polyphemus dataset (in 

figure 6) was done (Meng Lu et. al, 2018).  

 

 

                                   (a)                                                                          (b) 

  

                                       (c) 

Figure 6: Comparing the performance of two re-gridding methods applied to Polyphemus data. 

(a) Polyphemus data in its original grid. (b) Polyphemus data re-gridded using Bilinear 

interpolation. (c) Polyphemus data re-gridded using Nearest Neighbour interpolation. 

 

From the result, the Nearest Neighbour Interpolation method performed more relevant 

to the original Polyphemus data in the grids of CAMS, and the same method was used 

for re-gridding. The actual resolution of the datasets CAMS Reanalysis and Polyphemus 

is 0.1° N x 0.1°E and 0.125°N x 0.0625°E, respectively. 
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                    (a)                                               (b)                                                (c) 

Figure 7: Re-gridded Polyphemus data using Nearest Neighbor interpolation method. (a) 

Polyphemus data visualization for one timestep in its original grid. (b) Re-gridded Polyphemus 

data in the grid size and geographical extent of CAMS reanalysis, (c) Cropped re-gridded 

Polyphemus data to its original geographical extent. 

 

3.3.3 Extracting station pixels in the model datasets  

 

      (a)                                                                       (b)                                                  

            

                                                                      (c) 

Figure 8: Intersecting Polyphemus and station data to extract the station pixels in the model 

datasets. (a)  Original Polyphemus (model) data NO2 of timestep 1, (b) Original station data NO2 

of timestep 1, (c) Extracted the same number of station pixels in the model data using 

intersection (A∩B).  

∩ 
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In order to compare the model datasets with the station data, it is very important to extract 

the same pixels (station locations) of the station datasets in the model data. The 

challenge here is the pixels of stations varies in every timesteps and must extract the 

same count of stations in model datasets for every timesteps. For e.g., timestep 2 in NO2 

station data has 130 stations active and timestep 3 in the same data has only 98 stations 

active. 

3.3.4 Timestep correction 

Timestep correction in NetCDF involves several subtasks like concatenation of multiple 

NetCDF files, the removal of specific timesteps, the adjuting in the desired temporal 

aggregate etc. This is due to some missing temporal values in Polyphemus outputs, due 

to short temporary outages. All these NetCDF data processing were done in Climate 

Data Operators (CDO). CDO is a command-line suite to manipulate and analyse NetCDF 

like Merging NetCDF, removing timesteps, extracting monthly and daily datasets, etc., 

(See Appendix 7 for detailed processes involved in timestep correction). 

At the end of data formatting, all the datasets (CAMS, Polyphemus, and station) are in 

the same grid size, an equal number of timesteps, latitudes, longitudes, levels, etc., To 

validate the data formatting, e.g., all the datasets for January are in the same size.  
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4 Methodology 

4.1 Timeseries 

In this work, the time series of the model at specific locations, and station data were 

aggregated at a monthly level. Subsequently, the difference between day and night 

concentration variations, urban, suburban and rural concentration variations were 

analyzed. 

4.1.1  Trend analysis 

In comparison studies, trend analysis is often used in order to observe how different the 

models and in-situ data develop over time. For example,  increasing or decreasing 

pollutant concentration in the intended area over the period of interest. In statistics, there 

are many methods to calculate trends. Some of them are Linear Regression, Mann 

Kendall Test, Spearman's Rank Correlation Test, Theil-Sen Trend Lines. Mann Kendall 

Trend Test is the method chosen for this work as it is one of the most popular trend tests 

used. Mann Kendall Test is a distribution-free trend test (Zhang et. al., 2012).  

4.1.1.1 Temporal trend analysis 

Temporal trend analysis is a trend test that calculates the slope coefficient of the line 

fitting the data over a period of time considered. This analysis is applied on time series, 

where preliminary monthly, seasonal or yearly aggregations can be performed. The test 

used for this work calculates the Kendall’s score, the significance value, the variance of 

Kendall’s slope and Kendall’s tau statistics. The combination of temporal trends and their 

spatial visualization is an efficient way to get a clear insight about where the trend 

increases or decreases in the spatial domain considered (Zhang et. al., 2012; Brigitte 

and Kerrie, 2019). 

4.1.1.2 Spatial visualization of temporal trend 

In this case, the trend test is applied pixelwise. As a result, a map plot is produced, that 

provides the slope coefficient resulting for each pixel. The scope is to have a visual 

representation of trend differences in several locations. In spatial trend analysis, the 

trend of each location (pixels) and how it varies over time can be clearly visualized. The 

deviations in trend varies based on the geographical locations like the alps, low-lying 

areas, cities, industrial areas, etc., which can be interpreted easily from the spatial trend 

maps. This type of map can be of support for the policymakers (Zhang et. al., 2012; 

Brigitte and Kerrie, 2019). 
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Figure 9: Workflow of Model-model-station comparison  

 

4.2 Statistical Indicators 

From the stated literature sources in chapter 2, here is the list of statistical indicators 

proposed in this work, 

1. Arithmetic mean 

2. Standard Deviation 

3. RMSE 

4. FGE 

5. Mean Bias 

6. Correlation coefficient 

Using multiple statistical indicators for model comparison gives a clear view of the 

performance and also gives a clever idea about how each statistical indicator works in 

climate model datasets (Marécal et. al. 2015). 

4.2.1 Arithmetic mean 

The monthly mean of model timesteps for the time series was calculated using the 

standard arithmetic mean formula (equation:1). Timeseries analysis can be used in 
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various domains to track the changes over a prolonged time. Here, in our context, the 

scope of this analysis is to visualize the longtime performance (proposed time window) 

of the models and station datasets in measuring the pollutant concentrations to ensure 

the reliability of the model datasets. The analysis involves estimating the trend, deviation, 

and other parameters (R.L.R. Salcedo et. al., 1998).  

                                                 �̅� =
∑ 𝑥

𝑁
  ………………………………..……(1)  

Where, x̄ = arithmetic mean, 

            x = concentration values, 

            N = total numbers. (Wan et al, 2014). 

 

4.2.2 Sample Standard Deviation 

To give information about the level of dispersion of data around the mean, we also need 

standard deviation in statistical analysis. Standard deviation is a measure that explains 

the actual distribution of the data from its mean and it was calculated using the formula 

in equation 2. Considering only the mean of the station locations as samples from the 

standard randomization method, we can calculate the distribution of the data (standard 

deviation) from the samples. The unit of standard deviation is the same as the unit of the 

arithmetic mean (Lee et al., 2015). 

                                  𝑠 =  √
∑ (𝑥𝑖 −�̅�)2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑁−1
…………………………..………(2)  

Where, s = sample standard deviation, 

             x̄ = arithmetic mean, 

             xi = concentration values, 

             N = total numbers. (Lee et al., 2015). 

4.2.3 Mean Bias 

In the case of comparing model and real-world observations (station) datasets, mean 

bias can be used to evaluate the deviation between them. From the results of mean bias, 

an insight can be obtained about how the model datasets are biased (positively or 

negatively biased) from the station observations (ground truth). Mean bias can be 

calculated using the formula in equation 3.  The closer is the bias to zero, the better the 

accuracy of the model. Mean bias can be represented in the unit µg.m−3 (R.J. Stone, 

1993). 
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                                    𝑀𝐵 =  
1

 𝑁
 ∑ (𝑓𝑖 − 𝑜𝑖)𝑖 …………………………(3) 

Where, fi = model concentration value, 

            oi = station concentration value. ( V. Marécal et al, 2015). 

4.2.4 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 

The RMSE is one of the most used statistical methods to perform comparisons between 

two datasets. It is the measure of the standard deviation of differences between the 

model and the station observations. The closer is RMSE to zero, the better the accuracy 

of the model. RMSE can be represented in the unit µg.m−3 (T. Chai and R. R. Draxler, 

2014). 

                                 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑓𝑖 − 𝑜𝑖)2

𝑖 ……………………(4)  

Where, fi = model concentration value, 

            oi = station concentration value. ( V. Marécal et al, 2015) 

 

4.2.5 Fractional Gross Error (FGE) 

FGE is defined as a normalized version of mean errors. It measures the overall errors in 

the model concentrations with respect to the station data. FGE uses absolute values 

instead of squared values as in RMSE. The calculations of FGE results in a value 

between 0 to 2. The closer is FGE to zero, the better the accuracy of the model. FGE 

can be represented in the unit µg.m−3 (CAMS Verification plots: documentation, 2020).  

                                𝐹𝐺𝐸 =  
2

𝑁 
 ∑ |

𝑓𝑖 − 𝑜𝑖

𝑓𝑖 + 𝑜𝑖
|𝑖  ……… …………….….….(5)  

Where, fi = model concentration value, 

            oi = station concentration value. ( V. Marécal et al, 2015) 

 

4.2.6 Correlation Coefficient 

Correlation is a measure of the linear relationship between the datasets considered. In 

our case, it’s a range of similarities found between the model and station observations. 

The standard range of correlation is between -1 and 1. The closer is the correlation to 1, 

the better the accuracy of the model (CAMS Verification plots: documentation, 2020). 
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The method proposed in this work makes use of Pearson’s correlation coefficient and 

the formula to calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient can be found in equation 6.  

                               𝑅 =  
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓̅)(𝑜𝑖 − �̅�) 𝑖 

𝜎 𝑓𝜎 𝑜
…………………….…..…(6)  

Where, R = correlation coefficient, 

            fi = mean of model concentration values, 

            oi = mean of station concentration value, 

            fσ = standard deviation of model concentration values, 

            oσ = standard deviation of station concentration value. ( V. Marécal et al, 2015) 
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5 Predictive analysis - Random Forest 

An exploratory task in the thesis consists in understanding the influence of some input 

parameters of the Polyphemus model on the resulting pollutants concentration and their 

deviation from station observations. This is achieved by training a Random Forest (RF) 

algorithm feeding it with Polyphemus inputs as training features and pollutants 

concentrations records from stations as the target. Here, the ML techniques like Random 

Forest (RF) regression and Gini importance are used. For prediction analysis, RF is one 

of the capable ensembles learning methods suitable for both ML classification and 

regression. The main advantage of using RF is that it uses an ensemble of decision 

trees, that can also work on nonlinear relationships between features. Furthermore, other 

advantages of the simple decision trees like easy utilization, high accuracy, no scaling, 

working on data overfitting, etc., also apply (J. Jake Nichol et. al, 2020). In this study, the 

dataset was split into 75% for training and 25% for testing. The hourly data of both 

features and target from the respective locations were used. After tuning the parameters 

of the algorithm to define the maximum number of nodes and the number of trees trying 

multiple combinations, the model performance was at its best with the combinations of  

3000 as a maximum number of nodes and 3000 as a maximum number of trees. The 

accuracy of the predicted concentrations was assessed using the standard statistical 

indicators like Correlation, RMSE, FGE, Mean bias, and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) as 

proposed in chapter 2. The RF regression predicts concentrations based on equation 7. 

                                            𝑅𝐹(𝑁) =  
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑇𝑛(𝑥)𝑁

𝑛=1 ………………………………….(7) 

Where, x = training sample, 

            For N trees, T1, . . . , TN  (J. Jake Nichol et. al, 2020). 

This process was applied to urban and rural areas of interest. In both cases, the 

importance of each Polyphemus input parameter in predicting station data was derived. 

From the results of the previous statistical analysis, out of all the regions considered, 

Paris and its metropolitan region and some suburban and rural regions of Southern 

France were those that showed more deviations from the in-situ measurements. For this 

reason, these two regions were taken as areas of interest (see figure 11). 
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               Figure 10: Random Forest Regression algorithm workflow. 

 

5.1 Potential drivers 

While  CTM simulations are based on well-known mathematical functions and 

parameters, there is an ongoing discussion on what is the influence of each parameter 

in the model outputs. The insight about finding the potential drivers that influence the 

performance of the model helps the atmospheric scientists to improve the model 

simulations to make them more comparable with the real-world measurements and to 

consider other potential parameters for the better performance of the model. It also helps 

to identify the parameters that worsen model results (J. Jake Nichol et. al, 2020). The 

ultimate tool to identify the potential drivers is to improve the prediction accuracy of the 

model. In this work, to analyze the feature importance, the Gini importance method was 

used (IncNodePurity). It is a Mean Decrease Gini based on the Gini impurity index. Gini 

importance was preferred in this work because of the presence of non-linearities in the 

data used. Gini impurity index will be measured by the residual sum of squares of overall 
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trees. This value for each parameter is the predictive strength of that parameter in the 

simulation (J. Jake Nichol et. al, 2020).  

 

(a) 

 

(b)  

Figure 11: (a) The region of Paris metropolitan and its suburban considered. (b) The suburban 

and rural regions of Southern France considered. 

 

Some of the parameters from Polyphemus considered for the analysis and their sources 

are in table 2. The parameter, Polyphemus concentration was not considered to train the 

model. It was used only to compare the predicted concentration values along with actual 

station values.   
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Parameters Datasource Input/Output 

Date Date series from June 2016 to Dec 

2018. 

Input 

Precipitation Polyphemus parameter Input 

Boundary layer height Polyphemus parameter Input 

Surface wind velocity Polyphemus parameter Input 

Solar radiations Polyphemus parameter Input 

Polyphemus concentrations Polyphemus parameter Input 

Surface pressure Polyphemus parameter Input 

Surface temperature Polyphemus parameter Input 

Month Month series from June 2016 to 

Dec 2018. 

Input 

Season Seasonal series from June 2016 to 

Dec 2018. 

Input 

Station concentrations EEA air quality datasets Output 

 

Table 2: List of input and output parameters used in the RF Regression model. 
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6 Results and Discussions 

This chapter presents the main results of the analysis of spatial and temporal variability 

in models and station datasets using different statistical indicators for all the pollutants 

considered. The main goal is a better understanding of the potential drivers of 

Polyphemus model results for urban and rural areas.  

6.1 Model-model-station comparison 

6.1.1 NO2   

The spatial and temporal time-series of NO2  based on model and station data for the 

time window June 2016 to Dec 2018 give a clear view of how concentrations from 

different data sources can vary for the same location and timestep. Here for NO2, The 

models and the station datasets for NO2 are more comparable in the time series analysis. 

Though mean values deviate, model outputs and station data follow the same pattern. A 

seasonal variation can be observed for NO2 where the concentrations decrease in 

summer and increase in winter (fig. 12).  

 

Figure 12:Time-series of NO2 Model-model-station comparison from June 2016 to Dec 2018. 

 

In order to have a spatial visualization of output differences between models and station 

data, a plot is produced where values from the three data sources corresponding to 

station locations are represented in a map. The main advantage of this type of 

visualization is that it is possible to identify the deviations in each pixel of the datasets. 

From fig. 13, NO2 mean for the month of December 2016 (winter month) in model-model-

station comparison, it is clear that the concentrations in metropolitan cities like Paris, 

Milan, etc.,  show maximum values and the model outputs slightly differs from the station 

data. But in the suburban regions, Polyphemus models show a slight underestimation in 

concentrations.  
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Figure 13: NO2 monthly mean of models and station data for the month of December 2016 in 

the pixels of station locations (a): Polyphemus, (b): CAMS, (c): station datasets. 

The yearly NO2 mean (figure 14) between the model datasets (both Polyphemus and 

CAMS) gives an insight into the yearly deviations of model results. For model-model 

comparisons, from the mean of the years 2017 and 2018,  main deviations dominate in 

the northwest regions, high concentrations in Paris, and also the regions in northern Italy. 

In general, Polyphemus shows significantly higher NO2 values. 

 

(a) 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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(b) 

Figure 14:  (a) Yearly NO2 mean for 2017 in the extent of Polyphemus domain two (left: 

Polyphemus mean, right: CAMS mean). (b) Yearly NO2 mean for 2018 in the extent of 

Polyphemus domain two (left: Polyphemus mean, right: CAMS mean). 

 

The standard deviation for model-model-station comparison (fig. 15) describes the 

distribution of the modelled NO2 values around the mean with respect to the station 

observations. The distribution of CAMS follows the same pattern as station data but the 

Polyphemus differs from the pattern of the observations.  

 

Figure 15: NO2 Standard deviation between model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018. 

 

Mean bias calculated for NO2 shows that there are seasonal changes in the performance 

of both models when compared with station data. The mean bias calculated for 

Polyphemus results is generally closer to zero than the one calculated for CAMS. CAMS 

datasets are negatively biased during the entire time window considered (fig. 16a). The 

spatial mean of the mean bias results also gives strong evidence that there are strong 

spatial seasonal changes. Models’ outputs results are positively biased. In winter a slight 
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negative bias is observable for Polyphemus while the CAMS model results are highly 

positively biased in summer (fig.16b). Spatial and temporal mean bias for NO2 show 

varying results with station observations, but Polyphemus outperforms during summer in 

some station locations. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 16: (a) Temporal NO2 mean bias model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial NO2 mean bias model-model-station for June 2017 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 

 

The results from FGE for NO2 are presented in fig. 17(a) and provide diverging results in 

comparison with the previously calculated mean bias.  FGE calculated for CAMS 

outperforms Polyphemus as the FGE values of CAMS are closer to zero than those of 
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Polyphemus. As both the FGE values calculated for the two models remain lower than 

one in the time window considered, for NO2 we can consider that both the model 

predictions are comparable to station observations and both models show the same FGE 

pattern. This result is compatible with the fact that observational data are included in the 

model ensemble used to produce CAMS reanalysis. There is a significant difference 

between the performance of the models in summer, especially in the urban regions. For 

winter, deviations between the models in the Alps regions over Northern Italy and 

Southern Switzerland are easily noticeable.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 17: (a) Temporal NO2 FGE model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) Spatial 

NO2 FGE model-model-station for June 2017 (left: Polyphemus mean FGE, right: CAMS mean 

FGE). 
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For NO2, the results of RMSE adds strength to the results of FGE. Though none of the 

model outputs gets close to zero, the RMSE calculated for CAMS shows that the CAMS 

model has better performances with respect to Polyphemus. RMSE analyses CAMS 

model performs better in summer than winter (fig. 18a). Pixel-wise, other than the Alps 

regions and some metropolitan cities, all the regions are comparable with the station 

observations in winter. But there are deviations between the models in the urban regions 

observed in both summer and winter (fig. 18b).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 18: (a) Temporal NO2 RMSE model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial NO2 RMSE model-model-station for June 2017 (left: Polyphemus mean RMSE, right: 

CAMS mean RMSE). 

 

The results of correlation analysis for NO2 give insight that CAMS outputs are strongly 

correlated with the station data with an average correlation coefficient of 0.9 for both 

summer and winter seasons. The correlation analysis carried out for Polyphemus and 
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station observations shows that the correlation coefficient varies between summer and 

winter. In winter the average correlation coefficient is 0.7 while in summer is 0.4. 

Correlation in Polyphemus follows a seasonal pattern with considerable correlation with 

station data in winter but the correlation in CAMS remains constant throughout the year 

(fig. 19a).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 19: (a) NO2 Temporal Correlation model-model-station on June 2016 (upper left: 

Polyphemus vs station, lower left: CAMS vs station) and Jan 2018 (upper right: Polyphemus vs 

station, lower right: CAMS vs station). (b) NO2 Spatial correlation model-model-station on June 

2016 with P-value (upper left: Polyphemus vs station, upper right: its P-value, lower left: CAMS 

vs station, lower right: its P-value). 
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With respect to spatial variation, there is a higher correlation in the urban regions and 

remains positive. For Polyphemus, the correlation varies with close to null and negative 

values for several suburban and rural regions and these changes in suburban and rural 

areas continue in both summer and winter. Pixel-wise, several significant locations are 

changing based on the seasons. For example, in summer, some of the western regions 

of Polyphemus and the Alps regions over northern Italy have several significant stations 

in summer and they become less active in winter. The correlation results for Polyphemus 

are favourite in summer with several locations showing excellent correlation all over the 

year for CAMS. (see Appendix 1 for more NO2 statistical spatial results). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 20: (a) NO2 Temporal Trend model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) NO2 

Spatially varying trend model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018 (left: Polyphemus trend, 

middle: CAMS trend, right: station trend). 

 

The temporal and spatially varying trend for NO2 in CAMS and Polyphemus during the 

time window gives an insight into the longtime performance of the models. Temporally, 

there is a strong seasonal trend between the model and the station observations for NO2 
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with regular fluctuations in summer and winter. There is a positive seasonal trend in both 

the models as analysed from Mann Kendall’s trend test over the complete time window 

(fig.20a). Spatial Mann Kendall’s trend test show varying results based on geographical 

locations. For CAMS, there is a negative trend in most of the urban regions and positive 

trends in the suburban regions over the complete period of interest and the negative 

trend is observed from the Polyphemus data. There is a significant difference in the 

results from spatial and temporal trends, each conveys trends from a different 

perspective (see appendix 5 Table A1 for Mann Kendall’s trend statistics results for NO2). 

6.1.2 O3   

For O3, time series from both the model results were found that the surface O3 level 

increases when the surface NO2 decreases, especially in winter (Bauwens et al.,2020). 

The results from both models are comparable to the station observations. From figure 

19, it is observable that the CAMS follows the same pattern of station observations 

considered and the Polyphemus deviates slightly from the station observations. There is 

also a strong seasonal variation recorded with increasing concentrations in summer and 

decreases in winter (fig. 21).  

 

Figure 21: Time-series of O3  Model-model-station comparison from June 2016 to Dec 2018. 

 

There is a considerable difference in the model results based on geographical locations 

and seasonal variations. High concentrations in the southern and western regions of the 

area of interest were observed during summer from Polyphemus outputs and also 

considerable deviations in most of the suburban and rural regions during winter seasons. 

Both the model results are comparable in the urban regions during winter and high 

deviations in summer in both urban and rural regions. The CAMS results are more similar 

to the station observations throughout the time period. There are no significant 

differences between CAMS and station observations.  They follow the same pattern in 
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all the seasons (fig. 22). Overall from the time period considered, the model results in 

urban areas like Paris, Milan, Münich, Frankfurt, etc., are comparable to the station 

observations. For O3, higher deviations are observed in the rural regions of the domain.  

 

Figure 22: O3 monthly mean of models and station data for the month of December 2016 in the 

pixels of station locations (a): Polyphemus, (b): CAMS, (c): station datasets. 

 

 

(a) 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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(b) 

Figure 23: (a) Yearly O3 mean for 2017 in the extent of Polyphemus domain two (left: 

Polyphemus mean, right: CAMS mean).  (b) Yearly O3 mean for 2018 in the extent of 

Polyphemus domain two (left: Polyphemus mean, right: CAMS mean). 

 

The comparison between the models for O3 has variant yearly results. Overall, the 

concentrations in urban areas are more comparable than the rural areas. But, there are 

also deviations in the regions of southern France where the Polyphemus concentrations 

are high. The distribution of concentrations observed in the Polyphemus for O3 is 

completely vice versa to model results of NO2 (fig. 23 a&b). 

The distribution of the model datasets over time for O3 is represented in figure 22. The 

standard deviations between the model-model-station comparison follow the same 

pattern for all the datasets considered. This resembles the coordination between the 

models and station datasets for the pollutant O3. Also, the distribution follows the 

seasonal fluctuations in summer and winter which makes the model predictions best for 

O3 (fig. 24). 

 

Figure 24: O3 Standard deviation between model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018. 
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From figure 25a, it can be noticed that the mean bias for O3  in CAMS results are closer 

to zero which makes the CAMS outputs more comparable to in-situ observations than 

the Polyphemus outputs. There are no seasonal observable patterns in the models with 

respect to the station concentrations. Polyphemus concentrations are biased towards 

positive. Considering station pixels, there are notable changes in the mean bias that vary 

based on locations and are also positively biased with respect to station data throughout 

the time window. Pixel-wise, there are significant seasonal differences in the model’s 

outputs in urban and rural areas. The alps regions in northern Italy and some rural areas 

of southern France show a high positive bias (fig. 25b). The mean bias of O3 has 

comparatively differing results from the mean bias of NO2. (see Appendix 2 for more O3 

statistical spatial results). 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 25: (a) Temporal O3 mean bias model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial O3 mean bias model-model-station for June 2016 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 
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The FGE comparing Polyphemus, CAMS with respect to the station data for O3 gives the 

easily understandable results in figure 26a. As the FGE results from both models are not 

higher than 1, the models have good predictions compared to real-world measurements. 

Though the performances of both the models are comparable with the station 

observations, FGE for CAMS is closer to zero than Polyphemus. There is a strong spatial 

and temporal seasonal pattern between the models and the station datasets.  Both the 

spatial and temporal results justify the same FGE over the time window with mild 

variation over the alps regions in Northern Italy (fig. 26b).  

 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 26: (a) Temporal O3 FGE model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) Spatial 

O3 FGE model-model-station for Sept 2016 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 
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The results of RMSE and FGE for O3  show that CAMS performs better with respect to 

the real-world measurements. RMSE of CAMS is close to zero than Polyphemus zero 

resulting the healthier predictions that are similar to station observations. There are no 

significant patterns followed in the results of RMSE for O3 (fig. 27a). The deviation 

between the models in the urban areas for O3 is high and persists throughout the period 

of interest. Most of the cities in the area of interest show deviations in Polyphemus with 

respect to the station datasets. There are some mild deviations observed in the rural 

regions and CAMS performs better throughout the domain. The deviations in the alps 

regions are higher during the winter seasons.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 27: (a) Temporal O3 RMSE model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) Spatial 

O3 RMSE model-model-station for Nov 2017 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS RMSE). 

 

The spatial and temporal correlation coefficient for CAMS shows that CAMS datasets for 

O3 are correlated with station data at an average of 0.98. This result can also be 
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evidenced by other statistical indicators. Some of the summer and autumn months show 

an excellent correlation near 1 for the CAMS model.   

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 28: (a) NO2 Temporal Correlation model-model-station on June 2016 (upper left: 

Polyphemus vs station, lower left: CAMS vs station) and Jan 2017 (upper right: Polyphemus vs 

station, lower right: CAMS vs station). (b) NO2 Spatial correlation model-model-station on May 
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2018 with P-value (upper left: Polyphemus vs station, upper right: its P-value, lower left: CAMS 

vs station, lower right: its P-value). 

As it was found for NO2, Polyphemus O3   shows seasonal deviations. On average, it is 

0.7 during summer and 0.4 in winter. The correlation coefficient for Polyphemus in winter 

are not that comparable to station observations. The varying correlation results are due 

to the observed outliers in the Polyphemus outputs. Without these, results would much 

improve. The outliers in the datasets are visible in figure 28(b). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 29: (a) O3 Temporal Trend model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) O3 

Spatially varying trend model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018 (left: Polyphemus trend, 

middle: CAMS trend, right: station trend). 

 

There are considerable differences observed between the models during both summer 

and winter in spatial correlation analysis. The deviations in the western and the southern 

regions of the area of interest are easily noticeable from figure 28b. The significant station 

pixels in the model datasets were found in the eastern and southern regions of the area 
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of interest. The correlation analysis performs better in summer with several significant 

locations for Polyphemus and remains excellent correlation all over the year for CAMS. 

It was observed that there is a strong seasonal trend over the time window with regular 

fluctuations in summer and winter for O3. It was analysed that there is a negative 

seasonal trend in both the models from Mann Kendall’s trend test with a positive 

significance linear trend over the complete time window (fig.29a). 

Spatial Mann Kendall’s trend test results in varying trends in the alps and southern 

regions of the area of interest for both the models. There is a positive trend for O3 in most 

of the major cities and rural areas in the north and central regions in the area considered. 

There is a deviation in the regions of northern Italy which has a negative trend in CAMS 

that resembles the trend in real-world measurement and it is a positive trend in 

Polyphemus (fig.29b). (see appendix 5 Table A2 for Mann Kendall’s trend statistics 

results for O3). 

6.1.3 PM10  

For PM10, the model’s outputs and the station observations are comparable. Though 

there are no seasonal patterns followed by Polyphemus, the model datasets follow the 

actual pattern of the real-world observations. There are no considerable deviations 

between the datasets in the station pixels over the time window (fig. 30). The deviations 

in January 2017, also evident in other statistical analyses for PM10 are due to data gaps. 

 

Figure 30: Time-series of PM10  Model-model-station comparison from June 2016 to Dec 2018. 

 

In the pixel-wise analysis for PM10, there are considerable deviations between the 

models' outputs beyond seasons. It was observed in Polyphemus that the concentrations 

of PM10 have nearly been underestimated in most of the rural regions and severe outlier 

in Paris and its surrounding station pixels with respect to the station observations 
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throughout the time window. There are seasonal patterns observed for PM10 in the pixel-

wise analysis. The underestimation of the concentrations by Polyphemus is continuous 

in all the seasons. CAMS outputs are comparable with station datasets (fig. 31). Between 

the models, in Polyphemus, there is an extreme outlier observed in some of the urban 

regions in France and Belgium. These outliers exist in some cities during our complete 

time period considered (June 2016 to Dec 2018).  

 

Figure 31: PM10  monthly mean of models and station data for the month of June 2016 in the 

pixels of station locations (a): Polyphemus, (b): CAMS, (c): station datasets. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 32: PM10 Standard deviation between model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018. 

 

The standard deviation of PM10 reflects the time-series of PM10 that the CAMS data are 

continuous and equally distributed around the mean with respect to station datasets. The 

CAMS standard deviation is low and follows the pattern of station data. The pattern of 

Polyphemus standard deviation deviates from real-world observations (fig. 32). 

With respect to the station observations, the mean bias results show that there is no 

significant systematic error in both the model's results to compare station observations. 

Though the models’ outputs are negatively biased in some months, it is also important 

that the biases are close to zero. But the monthly pixelwise mean bias analysis results 

show there is a seasonal pattern in the performance of Polyphemus and CAMS. The 

Polyphemus outputs are negatively biased in summer and bias close to zero shows good 

predictions in later winter. The alps and western regions of the area of interest are low 

biased towards station concentrations. The CAMS model outputs are positively biased 

and more comparable towards station pixels in summer and highly biased outwards in 

cities and other regions during winter (fig. 33b). The temporal and spatial mean bias for 

PM10 conveys some varying results with respect to time and geographical locations. (see 

Appendix 3 for more PM10 statistical spatial results). 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 33: (a) Temporal PM10 mean bias model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial PM10 mean bias model-model-station for June 2016 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 

 

The results of FGE and mean bias for PM10 is also varying from the previous results of 

NO2 and O3. It is visible from the FGE for PM10 that CAMS performs better than 

Polyphemus with respect to station data. As the FGE for both the models are less than 

one, it makes both the model results are comparable with the station datasets. FGE for 

PM10 follows varying patterns over time (fig. 34a). The FGE spatial analysis also adds 

evidence to temporal analysis that FGE for both the models are less than one and CAMS 

performs better. The performance of both the models are more comparable in spring, 

summer, and autumn than winter. There are some changes observed in the model's 

outputs in later 2018 that model predictions are more comparable with the station 

observations.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 34: (a) Temporal PM10 FGE model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial PM10 FGE model-model-station for Dec 2016 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 

 

The RMSE for CAMS, Polyphemus with respect to the station datasets show that there 

is no seasonal pattern over time. As FGE, RMSE  for model-model-station comparison 

also evidences that CAMS outperforms Polyphemus (fig. 35a). There are considerable 

deviations observed in the northern Italian regions during winter. Especially these 

deviations in Italian regions are spotted in CAMS. RMSE with respect to station 

observations analysed that the models' outputs are better in summer than winter (fig. 

35b). 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 35: (a) Temporal PM10 RMSE model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial PM10 RMSE model-model-station for Nov 2017 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 

 

Out of all the statistical indicators analysing PM10 datasets, the results from correlation 

give the exact idea about how relevant the models predicted with the real world.  On 

average, CAMS correlated 0.95 and Polyphemus correlated 0.34 with respect to station 

observations. The outliers in the PM10 Polyphemus outputs indicate some systematic 

model error. Here it is probable due to a specific event as the points describe a trajectory. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 36: (a) PM10 Temporal Correlation model-model-station on Dec 2016 (upper left: 

Polyphemus vs station, lower left: CAMS vs station)  and Mar 2018 (upper right: Polyphemus vs 

station, lower right: CAMS vs station). (b) PM10 Spatial correlation model-model-station on Oct 

2017 with P-value (upper left: Polyphemus vs station, upper right: its P-value, lower left: CAMS 

vs station, lower right: its P-value). 

 

It was found for Polyphemus that correlations reach as low as 0.1 and 0.3  for some 

months.  There is no seasonal pattern found in these results. But the results from CAMS 

maintain their high correlations with station observations (fig. 36a). Spatial correlation 

also shows that the Polyphemus does not compare as well with station datasets. Some 

of the stations in Germany and Switzerland show a good correlation in summer also 

some eastern regions in winter (fig. 36b).  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 37: (a) PM10 Temporal Trend model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) PM10 

Spatially varying trend model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018 (left: Polyphemus trend, 

middle: CAMS trend, right: station trend). 

 

With a strong seasonal pattern, the model-model-station comparison for PM10 shows a 

strong positive temporal trend in all the datasets considered. The Linear trend model 

also shows significance results. The spatial Mann Kendall’s trend test results from figure 

37b show a strong positive trend for Polyphemus outputs. Though the CAMS and station 

datasets show positive trends for most areas, there are also some stations in northern 

Italy, West Germany and Belgium where negative trends are observed over the time 

window considered. (see Appendix 5 Table A4 for Mann Kendall’s trend statistics results 

for PM10). 
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6.1.4 PM2.5  

Like PM10, models outputs for PM2.5 are also comparable with station observations. The 

patterns of both models and station  PM2.5 datasets were observed as similar as PM10. 

CAMS generally compares well with real-world observations. There are clear seasonal 

patterns found with increasing concentrations in winter. Both the model results were 

observed within the mean of the station observations. The mean concentrations of 

Polyphemus look flat but the CAMS and station concentrations have a mild seasonal 

impact that there are low concentrations observed in summer and a bit rising in winter 

(fig. 38).  

 

Figure 38: Time-series of PM2.5  Model-model-station comparison from June 2016 to Dec 2018. 

 

The spatial time series analysis for PM2.5 also has comparable results between the 

models and the station datasets (see appendix 5, Table A3 for Mann Kendall’s trend 

statistics for PM2.5). There is a mild deviation found in the Polyphemus model results 

during the winter season in the locations like northern Italy, some stations in Vienna, 

Prague, France including Paris, etc., During summer, the station in Belgium and the 

areas covered in Germany show considerable deviations. These deviations in PM2.5 vary 

based on geographical locations and continue to exist over years considered. For 

Polyphemus, the concentrations for most of the station pixels in the suburban and rural 

areas are underestimated and outliers were found in the cities like Paris, Milan, etc., 

which affects the performance of the models to a large extent. These outliers are also 

visible in the model-model comparison for PM2.5. There are also mild deviations found in 

the CAMS results in some of the station pixels in Belgium and that exists over time. 

CAMS also has accurate predictions in the southern regions of the domain including 

Milan and its suburban, Vienna and the surrounding rural regions, etc., (fig. 39).  
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Figure 39: PM2.5  monthly mean of models and station data for the month of July 2016 in the 

pixels of station locations (a): Polyphemus, (b): CAMS, (c): station datasets. 

 

 

Figure 40: PM2.5 Standard deviation between model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018. 

 

The clustered distribution of standard deviation of model and station concentrations 

evidences the dispersion of models’ outputs around the mean (fig. 40). This standard 

deviation result justifies the mean time series of PM2.5 and follows the same pattern. The 

PM2.5 concentrations from models and stations are continuous and well distributed.  

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 41: (a) Temporal PM2.5 mean bias model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial PM2.5 mean bias model-model-station for April 2017 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 

 

The mean bias analysis between the models and the station datasets shows that bias 

from both the models lies near zero and continues to exist the same throughout the time 

window and makes the datasets comparable with real-world data (fig. 41a). There is a 

considerable deviation in the CAMS outputs with respect to the station pixels during 

summer. The bias measured in the pixelwise analysis for Polyphemus has some good 

results in summer and varies a mild in winter. Though CAMS follows the actual pattern 

of the station observations, the spatial bias analysis shows that there are also some 
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significant deviations in CAMS for PM2.5 with respect to real-world measurements (fig. 

41b) (see Appendix 4 for more PM2.5 statistical spatial results). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 42: (a) Temporal PM2.5 FGE model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial PM2.5 FGE model-model-station for Jan 2017 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 

 

The FGE for PM2.5 results that the FGE for both the models is less than one which makes 

the model's outputs more comparable with the real-world measurements. Like for other 

pollutants from previous results, the CAMS shows better performance for PM2.5 

compared to Polyphemus with respect to station data. There is no seasonal pattern 

followed and the distribution of errors from both the models are not continuous (fig. 42a). 

The spatial FGE analysis has varying results that there are no considerable deviations 

between the models for PM2.5 in summer and mild variations in the urban regions of 
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Polyphemus during winter. The concentrations of Polyphemus for PM2.5 in winter 2018 

were quite different and more comparable to the station observations (fig. 42b).    

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 43: (a) Temporal PM2.5 RMSE model-model-station from June 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) 

Spatial PM2.5 RMSE model-model-station for July 2017 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 

Also for RMSE, like other pollutants, the results are quite similar to FGE for PM2.5. With 

mild changes in both FGE and RMSE, both convey the same results while comparing 

models concentrations. The extreme deviation in January 2017 is due to missing 

datasets. The RMSE in CAMS is almost continuous and seasonal. It is very close to 1 

which makes the model more comparable with the real-world measurements. The RMSE 

for PM2.5 from Polyphemus outputs are discrete and no pattern is followed. Though 

CAMS outperforms Polyphemus, the RMSE of Polyphemus is also relatable with the 

station observations (fig. 43a). There is a deviation found in the areas like Milan and 

Prague that affects the performance of the model the most. These deviations are 

observed in both the models and are a bit severe in CAMS. A  mild deviation from CAMS 
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in these regions during summer was observed. In spatial RMSE, comparing every station 

pixels, Polyphemus performances are a bit ahead of CAMS under different geographical 

conditions (fig. 43b).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 44: (a) PM2.5 Temporal Correlation model-model-station on Jan 2017 (upper left: 

Polyphemus vs station, lower left: CAMS vs station) and Aug 20172018 (upper right: 

Polyphemus vs station, lower right: CAMS vs station). (b) PM2.5 Spatial correlation model-

model-station on Dec 2016 with P-value (upper left: Polyphemus vs station, upper right: its P-

value, lower left: CAMS vs station, lower right: its P-value). 
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The spatial and temporal correlation analysis for PM2.5 results on average of 0.94 and 

0.5 correlation for CAMS and Polyphemus respectively. There are no seasonal 

deviations found in the correlation analysis that the correlations coefficients are discrete 

throughout the time window (fig. 44a). In Polyphemus, the constant deviations are found 

in the station pixels from some stations in southern France, western Germany, and 

Belgium (especially in summer). This relates to varying seasonal temporal trends for 

PM2.5 in the area of interest. Both the models and the station datasets follow the same 

pattern throughout the period considered and a positive trend was observed in both 

temporal and spatially varying trend analysis for both the models and the station 

datasets. A strong positive trend was observed in the model results with mild deviations 

from the real-world observations (fig. 45) (see appendix 5 Table A3 for Mann Kendall’s 

trend statistics results for PM2.5). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 45: (a) PM2.5 Temporal Trend model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018. (b) PM2.5 

Spatially varying trend model-model-station from Jun 2016 to Dec 2018 (left: Polyphemus trend, 

middle: CAMS trend, right: station trend). 
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6.2 Performance of the models in urban and rural areas 

This time-series analysis is to understand the performance and deviations of CAMS and 

Polyphemus in the urban and the rural regions. The main scope is to analyse the 

underestimations and overestimations in the model’s performance for all four pollutants. 

For this analysis, some of the major cities in the area of interest like Paris, Köln, 

Düsseldorf, Essen, Bonn, Milan, Prague are considered for analysing the urban changes. 

The suburban and rural regions from the western (Southern France) and eastern (Austria 

and Czech Republic) Polyphemus regions were taken for analysing the rural changes. 

The datasets were formatted on monthly basis.  

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 46: (a) NO2 Time series of Polyphemus, CAMS, and Station data in Urban regions( Köln, 

Düsseldorf, Essen, and Bonn). (b) NO2 Time series of Polyphemus, CAMS, and Station data in 

rural regions (eastern Polyphemus regions). 
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It was found that the Polyphemus model overestimates the NO2, PM2.5 and PM10 

concentrations, especially in the urban areas (metro cities) over its domain, and 

underestimates the concentrations in very rural areas. The CAMS reanalysis datasets 

follow the pattern of station datasets for all the pollutants. There is an exceptional case 

for the city of Milan that the performance of Polyphemus for PM10 and PM2.5 are quite 

different. The concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 from both models are comparable with 

the station observations. Strong deviations in Polyphemus outputs were observed for the 

pollutants like NO2 and O3. For Paris and Cities in western Germany, the deviations from 

all the pollutants in Polyphemus with respect to station datasets are highly noticeable 

(figure 46 a and b). 

6.3 Performance of the models in day and night times 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 47: (a) O3 Time series of Polyphemus, CAMS, and Station data during the day (b) O3 

Time series of Polyphemus, CAMS, and Station data during night. 
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As a part of the overestimation and underestimation analysis, the performance of the 

Polyphemus and CAMS during day and night times was analysed. The daytime 

considered is from 6 AM to 6 PM and the night time is from 12 AM to 6 AM. The complete 

area from Polyphemus domain two was taken for this analysis and the datasets were 

formatted on monthly basis.  

It was analysed that there were no considerable deviations in the models’ outputs during 

the day and night times. Other than O3, all the other pollutants have similar performances 

during the day and night times and follow the same pattern. There is a strong deviation 

in O3 that the Polyphemus datasets show a strong and very significant overestimation 

during the nighttime with respect to the station observations (fig. 47b).   

6.4 Predictive analysis 

The potential drivers of the Polyphemus model for the given parameters (figure 10 & 

table 2)  for the regions indicated in figure 11 were analysed. The analysis was performed 

for all 4 pollutants in urban (Paris) and rural (Southern France) areas. The datasets are 

formatted on an hourly basis for all the parameters considered. Based on the Gini 

impurity index (x-axis in figure 48 and 49), Parameters like the boundary layer height, 

wind, and season vary the most in the urban and rural regions and the parameters like 

surface temperature and boundary layer height play a major role in both the regions for 

all the pollutants. 

 

Figure 48: NO2 Potential drivers from Polyphemus in the urban region (Paris ) 

 

For NO2, boundary layer height and surface temperature parameters in urban areas and 

surface temperature and season parameters in rural areas are considered as the most 

important parameters used by the RF algorithm to predict the in situ stations 
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observations. Solar radiation and precipitation are the least utilized parameters for the 

predictions.  

For O3, there are no considerable differences in the influence of parameters in the urban 

and rural regions. The parameters like surface temperature and boundary layer height 

are the most important parameters used for prediction Surface pressure, month, and 

precipitation are the least utilized parameters to predict O3 concentrations.  

For PM10, the parameters that varies a lot in urban and rural regions are boundary layer 

height, wind, season, and month. In the urban region, boundary layer height and surface 

temperature play a major role. Whereas in rural areas, the boundary layer height was 

not highly utilized for PM10 concentration prediction by RF algorithm. The parameters like 

surface temperature, month, and season play a major role in rural areas.  

 

 

Figure 49: NO2 Potential drivers from Polyphemus in the rural region (southern France). 

 

There are considerable similarities between PM10 and PM2.5 in the case of potential 

drivers for Polyphemus in urban and rural areas. Some of the varying parameters are 

boundary layer height, precipitation, season, and month.  Like other pollutants, the 

surface temperature is the most utilized parameter for PM2.5 in both regions followed by 

surface pressure. Solar radiation is the least utilized parameter in both urban and rural 

regions followed by season parameter in urban and boundary layer height parameter in 

rural areas. (See Appendix 6 for O3, PM10, and PM2.5 potential drivers in Polyphemus 

results). 

6.4.1 Accuracy assessment 

The accuracies of the predicted concentrations are assessed with respect to station 

concentrations using the proposed statistical indicators. Comparing both urban and rural 
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areas for all the four pollutants, the predicted concentrations are better correlated to 

station observations than the actual Polyphemus concentrations (compare figure 50 with 

figures 19 for NO2). The statistical indicators that accessed the accuracies of the 

predicted concentrations indicate that rural areas considered have a better prediction for 

all the pollutants. These high correlated results are due to the station concentrations as 

target parameters. The same case as CAMS reanalysis datasets assimilated with the 

station datasets.  

 

 

(a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 50: (a) Correlation between Station and the predicted NO2 concentrations in the urban region – 

Paris. (b) Correlation between Station and the predicted concentrations NO2 in the rural region – Southern 

France. 

 

Urban: Paris Metropolitan 

 

Table 3: Statistical validation of the predicted concentrations for Paris and it's suburban with 

respect to station observations.  

 

 NO2 O3 PM2.5 PM10 

%Var explained 
 

65.29 82.42 69.34 72.82 

Correlation 
 

0.80 0.90 0.85 0.86 

RMSE 
 

8.32 11.66 5.67 4.25 

Mean Bias 
 

-0.10 -0.14 0.09 -0.00042 

FGE 
 

0.28 0.23 0.24 0.30 

MAE 
 

6.15 8.90 4.12 2.88 
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Rural: Southern France 

 NO2 O3 PM2.5 PM10 

%Var explained 
 

70.27 86.94 75.9 79.91 

Correlation 
 

0.84 0.93 0.87 0.90 

RMSE 
 

5.04 9.61 3.72 2.92 

Mean Bias 
 

0.04 -0.04 -0.02 -0.011 

FGE 
 

0.25 0.15 0.18 0.21 

MAE 
 

3.61 7.28 2.70 1.99 

 

Table 4: Statistical validation of the predicted concentrations for Southern France and its 

suburbs with respect to station observations. 

 

High correlation significance was observed with respect to station concentrations in both 

the urban and rural regions. Also, other statistical indicators like FGE,  RMSE, mean 

bias, mean absolute error (MAE)  show that the predicted concentrations from all the 

pollutants are well comparable to station observations. (See tables 3 and 4 for accuracy 

assessment statistics results). 
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7 Conclusion and future works 

The main objective of this research is to compare the differences between the outputs of 

the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) – Europe Air Quality Reanalysis 

data and of the Polyphemus/DLR with respect to EEA air quality station observations 

using statistical indicators. The spatial and temporal visualizations of all the statistical 

analyses give insight into model adequacy and uncertainty with respect to the station 

datasets considered. It was clear from the beginning that CAMS reanalysis compares 

better to the EEA station measurements for all the pollutants considered. This is mainly 

because the CAMS reanalysis are the datasets with data assimilation of station data. 

Identifying the overestimations/ underestimations of the concentration values involves 

time series analysis, mean bias, performance in the urban and rural areas,  for day and 

night times. It was found that the concentrations of Polyphemus tend to be are 

overestimated in cities like Paris, Köln etc., especially for NO2, PM2.5 & PM10, and sightly 

underestimated in rural areas with respect to EEA Station concentration. For O3, there 

are no considerable differences in the model’s performances in urban and rural areas. 

The time series to analyse the day and night differences in concentrations showed a mild 

overestimation of O3 in Polyphemus during the nighttime. There are no significant 

differences in the model’s outputs for other pollutants between the day and night times. 

Analysing the deviations in the models with respect to the station data involves also 

statistical analyses like RMSE, FGE, correlation coefficient. From both the spatial and 

temporal statistical analysis, the CAMS reanalysis performs better compared to the EEA 

station observations. Though CAMS outperforms Polyphemus, the predictions of PM10 

and PM2.5 from both models are quite good  compared with station observations  showing 

no significant deviations between the models for  PM10 and PM2.5. 

The temporal and spatially varying trend analysis for all the pollutants strong seasonal 

variations. There is a significant positive long-term trend in both model results over the 

time window analyzed. Pixelwise, there is a considerably varying trend observed 

between the models and the station data based on locations. The spatially varying 

positive trends in between the datasets were analysed for NO2 and for other pollutants. 

There are relatable positive trends in cities and industrial areas, neutral and negative 

trends in rural areas for models, and station data.  

Identifying the potential drivers of the Polyphemus model involves Random Forest 

Regression ML algorithm and proposed statistical analysis to access the accuracy of the 

predicted concentrations. Some of the potential drivers considered for Polyphemus that 

cause deviations in urban and rural areas are: 

• For NO2 & PM10, parameters like boundary layer height, seasons, and wind. 
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•  For O3, parameters like surface pressure, seasons, and month. 

•  For PM2.5, parameters like precipitation, boundary layer height, seasons, and 

month. 

The parameters like surface temperature and season play a major role in both the urban 

and rural areas for all pollutants. The interesting fact here is the strong influence of the 

boundary layer height in urban regions for all pollutants. Whereas, it's completely vice 

versa in rural areas for PM10 and PM2.5. the influence of parameters like precipitation and 

wind in the model is varying. As can be expected, the RF algorithm performs better than 

the model for all the pollutants in both the urban and rural areas with an average 

correlation of 0.8 for all the pollutants. All statistical indicators accessed compare well to 

station concentrations.  

Some of the suggested work  for the future are:  

• Using satellite data ( Sentinel-5P) along with station measurements as truth data 

for model comparison.  

• Verify statistical variations between models, station, and satellite datasets. 

• The feature analysis should be extended with more detailed data in the future. 
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Appendix 

Due to page constraints of the thesis, the additional maps and plots of all the statistical 
analyses and the R scripts performing all the statistical analyses are uploaded in the 

Github repository named Master-Thesis---Statistical-Analysis  

(https://github.com/SathishVaithiyanadhan/Master-Thesis---Statistical-Analysis.git) 

 

Appendix 1 – NO2 Spatial results. 

More NO2 spatial results for all the statistical indicators for model-model-station 

comparison are presented here.  

 

Figure A1: NO2 Spatial Mean bias in winter Dec 2016 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: CAMS 

mean bias). 

 

 

Figure A2: NO2 Spatial mean bias in summer July 2017 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 

 

https://github.com/SathishVaithiyanadhan/Master-Thesis---Statistical-Analysis
https://github.com/SathishVaithiyanadhan/Master-Thesis---Statistical-Analysis.git
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Figure A3: NO2 Spatial FGE in Winter Dec 2016 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 

 

 

Figure A4: NO2 Spatial FGE in summer July 2017 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 

 

 

Figure A5: NO2 Spatial RMSE in Winter Dec 2016 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 
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Figure A6: NO2 Spatial RMSE in summer July 2017 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 

 

Appendix 2 – O3 Spatial results. 

More O3 spatial results for all the statistical indicators for model-model-station 

comparison are presented here. 

 

Figure A7: O3 Spatial mean bias in summer July 2016 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: CAMS 

mean bias). 
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Figure A8: O3 Spatial Mean bias in winter Jan 2018 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: CAMS 

mean bias). 

 

 

Figure A9: O3 Spatial FGE in autumn Sept 2016 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 

 

 

Figure A10: O3 Spatial FGE in winter Feb 2018 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 
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Figure A11: O3 Spatial RMSE in summer August 2016 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 

 

 

Figure A12: O3 Spatial RMSE in winter Dec 2017 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS RMSE). 
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Appendix 3 – PM10 Spatial results. 

More PM10 spatial results for all the statistical indicators for model-model-station 

comparison are presented here. 

 

Figure A13: PM10 Spatial mean bias in summer Aug 2017 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 

 

 

Figure A14: PM10 Spatial mean bias in winter Dec 2018 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 
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Figure A15: PM10 Spatial FGE in winter Dec 2018 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 

 

 

Figure A16: PM10 Spatial FGE in summer Aug 2017 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 

 

 

Figure A17: PM10 Spatial RMSE in winter Feb 2017 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 
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Figure A18: PM10 Spatial RMSE in summer Aug 2017 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 

 

Appendix 4 – PM2.5 Spatial results. 

More PM2.5 spatial results for all the statistical indicators for model-model-station 

comparison are presented here. 

 

Figure A19: PM2.5 Spatial mean bias in summer June 2016 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 
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Figure A20: PM2.5 Spatial mean bias in autumn Oct 2018 (left: Polyphemus mean bias, right: 

CAMS mean bias). 

 

 

Figure A21: PM2.5 Spatial FGE in winter Dec 2017 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 

 

 

Figure A22: PM2.5 Spatial FGE in summer July 2018 (left: Polyphemus FGE, right: CAMS FGE). 
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Figure A23: PM2.5 Spatial RMSE in winter Feb 2017 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 

 

 

Figure A23: PM2.5 Spatial RMSE in summer Aug 2018 (left: Polyphemus RMSE, right: CAMS 

RMSE). 
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Appendix 5 – Mann Kendell’s Trend Statistics for all the 

pollutants (Model-model-station comparison). 

  

Table A1: Mann Kendall’s Trend statistics for Polyphemus, CAMS, and Station observations 

NO2. 

O3 
Kendall’s 

score 

P-value Numbers Variance of 

Kendall’s 

slope 

Kendall’s 

tau 

statistics 

CAMS 

Reanalysis 

1.006e-05 < 2.2e-16 22152 1.207e+12 4.1019e-02 

Polyphemus 9.453e+05 0.3897 22152 1.207e+12 3.8532e-03 

EEA station 

data 

-7.180e+05 0.5135 22152 1.207e+12 -2.9267e-03 

 

Table A2: Mann Kendall’s Trend statistics for Polyphemus, CAMS, and Station observations O3. 

 

PM2.5 
Kendall’s 

score 

P-value Numbers Variance of 

Kendall’s 

slope 

Kendall’s 

tau 

statistics 

CAMS 

Reanalysis 

1.6763e+07 < 2.2e-16 22152 1.207e+12 6.8324e-02 

Polyphemus -7.557e+06 6.131e-12 22152 1.207e+12 -3.0804e-02 

EEA station 

data 

4.1348e+06 0.00016 22152 1.207e+12 1.6853e-02 

 

Table A3: Mann Kendall’s Trend statistics for Polyphemus, CAMS, and Station observations 

PM2.5. 

 

NO2 
Kendall’s 

score 

P-value Numbers Variance of 

Kendall’s 

slope 

Kendall’s 

tau 

statistics 

CAMS 

Reanalysis 

4.496e+06 4.29e-05 22152 1.207e+12 1.832e-02 

Polyphemus 6.245e+05 0.5698 22152 1.207e+12 2.547e-03 

EEA station 

data 

-2.690e+05 0.01437 22152 1.207e+12 -1.0965e-02 
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PM10 
Kendall’s 

score 

P-value Numbers Variance of 

Kendall’s 

slope 

Kendall’s 

tau 

statistics 

CAMS 

Reanalysis 

1.7537e+07 < 2.2e-16 22152 1.207e+12 7.1482e-02 

Polyphemus 1.4518e+06 0.1865 22152 1.207e+12 5.9175e-03 

EEA station 

data 

1.798e+07 < 2.2e-16 22152 1.207e+12 7.2543e-02 

   

Table A4: Mann Kendall’s Trend statistics for Polyphemus, CAMS, and Station observations 

PM10. 

Appendix 6 – Polyphemus potential drivers 

Potential drivers for the pollutants O3, PM2.5, and PM10. 

 

Figure A26: O3 Polyphemus potential drivers in the urban region (Paris) 
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Figure A27: O3 Polyphemus potential drivers in the rural region (southern France) 

 

 

Figure A28: PM2.5 Polyphemus potential drivers in the urban region (Paris) 
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Figure A29: PM2.5 Polyphemus potential drivers in the rural region (southern France) 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure A30: PM10 Polyphemus potential drivers in the urban region (Paris) 
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Figure A29: PM10 Polyphemus potential drivers in the rural region (southern France) 

 

Appendix 7 Data formatting – Timestep correction 

Concatenation of NetCDF 

The source Polyphemus datasets are daily NetCDF with hourly timesteps. 

Concatenating daily data into monthly data helps in processing and visualization of 

NetCDF in RStudio. In CDO, concatenating NetCDF can be done using the following 

command. 

$ cdo cat *.nc out.nc              # To Merge NetCDF files. 

 

This command merges all the NetCDF files in the folder together as one NetCDF without 

changing the actual attributes of the files. All the files should be in the same grid size and 

projection.   

Removing timesteps 

The command for deleting the timesteps in CDO is used in several tasks for data 

correction. Timesteps are removed in some cases like: 

• Removing the first timestep in Polyphemus data: Polyphemus datasets were 

created with 25 timesteps in daily data and CAMS data with 24 timesteps. It is 

mandatory to remove the 1st timestep from Polyphemus data. To remove the 1st 

timestep from the data for all the Polyphemus data in a loop, 

$ files=*.nc; for i in $files; do cdo -seltimestep,2/25 ${i} r${i}.nc; done  

# for selecting 2to 25 timesteps from the Polyphemus data 
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• Remove days (Timesteps) from the CAMS Reanalysis data that are not recorded 

in the Polyphemus data: Certain days are not recorded in the Polyphemus data. 

For a better comparison of the models, those days from the CAMS reanalysis 

data must be removed just to make sure both the model datasets have the same 

number of timesteps for each month (e.g., 744 timesteps for January, 720 for 

April, etc.,). 

 

$ for i in $(ls); do cdo -delete,timestep=1, 577/648 ${i} r${i}wgs.nc; done 

#For deleting the timesteps from the CAMS data. 
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